Welcome, Alumni!

Security has never been more important for colleges and universities. But too many still rely on a patchwork of outdated systems and technologies to secure their campus and information systems. These outdated solutions make it difficult to maintain a cohesive view of security, especially during emergency situations. Usher solves this problem by merging physical and logical security in a single solution. It replaces the traditional university ID with digital badges that can be delivered to students, faculty, staff, alumni, and visitors via their smartphones. A user’s badge grants them role-appropriate access privileges to a variety of physical and logical assets including dorms, parking garages, workstations, and web applications. And with Usher Professional, administrators can analyze user activity data to detect security issues, monitor resource usage, and run a smarter campus.

Log into alumni portal
Attend alumni event
Issue campus safety alerts and locate impacted students and staff during an emergency
Monitor campus traffic and environmental impact
Grant vendors access to facilities

NO MORE CARDS, NO MORE KEYS

 usher.com